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Low-energy ion-lnplantation has been required mainly for shallow source and drain
formabion of pMOSFETs with boronr) This is because boron, which is an only actual p-
type dopant, has relabively long projeoted ranges of ion-implantabion, and eonsequently
forms deep junctions. NMOSFETsf shallow source and drain-junotions, or the other hand,
can be easily formed with arsenic whose projected ranges are small and its thermal
diffusivities are also snalI. Most reporbed deep-submioron nMOSFETs2,3) , therefore,
have adopted arsenlo-souroe and drains so far. However, employing the low-diffusivity
dopant, arsenic, only for nMOSFETg is nob an advantage for CMOS-LSIs because the pM0SFETs'
source and draln are formed with boron ab the sarne bime. In addition, the arsenic-
source-drain nMOSFETS' even if the drain is LDD, show poor hob-caryier inmunity because
the diffusion-lengbh is too snaIl, and fhus bhe drain(t OO) does noL have a desirable
graded profile to reduce an electric field when bhe thermal budget is optinrized to
pMOsFETs. 0n the other hand, the phosphorus-drain(LDD) generarly shows a rarger current
drivability and a snaller subsbrate ourcenb than the arsenic-drain(LDD) fornJd with the
sane dose and projected range. Even if phosphorus is adopLed to form shallow drain(LDD)for deep-submicron nMOSFETs using low-energy inplantation, the problen stilt remalns
whether the bhermal diffusion of fhe dopant is within a tolerant Ievel.

This paper presents possibilities thab the phosphorus-LDD will overcone the trade-off
between the channel-shortening and the hob-camier imnunity by fabricating deep-submicron
nMOSFETs with inplantation at a ninimun energy of 5keV and thermal treatmenbs with the
highest bemperabure of 850'C after the inplant. The ohannel regions 11ere implanbed with
boron at 30keV to a dose of 6 X10r2cn-2, the gate oxide Has 5nn thi;k, and the
sidewall-spacers were forned by 100-nn thick CVD-oxide deposition and RIE. The heavily
doped source and drain were forned by 20-keV,4X10r5-om-2, arsenic lmplant. The
threshold voltage dependenoe on channel length is shown in Figure 1. The lower the dose
and the energy are, the snaller the short,-channel effect is. The devices with 5X10r2-
cn-2 LDD-inplants do not show any rolloff of threshold volbage down to a 200-nn length.
The lowering inplant-energy still plays an important role in shallowing LDD in spite of
the relatively high process benperature. I o-V os charaoberistias of a transistor with
a 150-nm long gate are shown in Figure 2. The LDD was formed by a 5-keV, 5X10r2-cm-2,
phosphorus implant and 40-nn long sidewall-spacers. This shortening sidewall-spacer
length reduces parasibic resisbanoes in the LDD. Figure 3 shows Io -?o, and I ,oo-V".characteristics of bhe transist,or. A relat,ively high drain current of 

-lo 
/fl=O.li*nfa

.t"t Vos=[cs=2V is obtained without silicidation. ttre substrate current of I.*;
/ff=48nA'ln-l at yps=2V is low enough bo avoid the hot,-carrier degradation.

The channer doping rlas doner by convenbional 30-kev, 3Xlort-cm-2 boron implant
before gate-oxidation, hence, the slope of the impuriLy concenbration depth profile is
not steep. The uniforn doping profile has been oonsidered as vulnerable to the short-
channel effect. The experimenbal results suggest that bhe naking source-drain shallow maystill be nore inporbant and practical bo realize high-perfornance deep-submicron devices
than a uvertical doping engineeringz'r' l) il proposeO UV several institutions.

In conclusion, the low-energy implantabion is very effeotive bo suppress the short-
channel effect of bhe phosphorus-LDD configurations. The phosphorus-LDD nMSSFETs show
good performance even in a deep-subnicron regime, and they are suitable for thermal
budget adjustnenb to pMOSFETs.
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Figure 1. Dependence of threshold volbage on gate length for various LDD-inplanb
conditions. ll=5tm, t o, =5nm, the sidewall-spaoers are 100nm long, and the
channel doping dose ig 6X 10t 2cn-2.
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